
 
 

GIE launched its new  
visualisation tools and interactive maps! 

 
GIE unveiled its visualisation tools and interactive maps during a transparency 
roundtable on 8th November 2022. Hundreds of users from around the world registered 
to hear about those new innovative tools. User-friendly and customisable, they 
aggregate the “must-have data” on European LNG terminals and underground gas 
storages. All decision-makers will now be able to follow daily EU gas market 
fluctuations in one glance and with tailored data visualisation. 
 
 

Increased coverage: 
• 100% coverage of EU LNG infrastructure:  

https://alsi.gie.eu/data-visualisation/maps 
• More than 98,5% for underground gas storage: 

https://agsi.gie.eu/data-visualisation/maps 
 

 

 
 
No worries, all the excellent information from the well-known GIE transparency platform ALSI 
and AGSI remain there (data from GIE LNG & Storage Databases, the operational and 
transparency data sent by gas infrastructure operators: Operators' operational & 
transparency data). This time, it will be dynamic and customisable to adapt the data 
visualisation to your exact need. 
 
"Being exhaustive, reliable and updated daily, GIE transparency platforms are well-known 
across data analysts and decision-makers from various sectors. It is just handy to find all 
information centralised in the same place. With these new interactive maps, you, at once glance, 
look at EU27 and have all the data from LNG terminals in the same place. And the same for 

https://alsi.gie.eu/data-visualisation/maps
https://agsi.gie.eu/data-visualisation/maps


 
 
storage." Ákos KRISTON, Chairman of the GIE Transparency Working Group and CEO of 
Hungarian Gas Storage. 
  
Tools to monitor the security of supply in Europe 
Those tools are unique. All the decision-makers who can gain or be impacted by the gas 
market’s fluctuations know those tools. Underground Storage, LNG terminals, and all the 
figures you need are here. For sure, you might have read their name somewhere, as a source 
from data in a newspaper, on Twitter, or as a source on a conference’s slide. GIE is everywhere: 
they are the only platform to provide such an exhaustive and updated overview. Now, the 
energy sector is under the spotlight. But GIE didn’t wait for this perma-crisis environment to 
develop before taking action. For more than 15 years, GIE has been innovating to collect, 
uniformise and centralise the available data from the gas market operators of Europe. 
 
Skyrocketing utilisation rates 
Always closely followed by economists, journalists and policymakers, business leaders or 
academia, gas market evolutions have never been so much under the spotlight. They have 
entered our homes and have been the stars of EU news for more than a year.  
 

 
 
"The transparency features and visualised items of AGSI and ALSI are extremely useful and we 
encourage everyone to use this tool, which contains up-to-date information about the European 
storage and LNG market" 
 

GIE Transparency tools 

AGSI - Storage Transparency Platform 
ALSI – LNG Transparency Platform 

GIE IIP – Inside Information Platform 
GIE Transparency Initiatives 

GIE Maps 

  

https://agsi.gie.eu/#/
https://alsi.gie.eu/#/
https://iip.gie.eu/
https://www.gie.eu/transparency/
https://www.gie.eu/publications/maps/


 
 
 
About the event 
Almost 300 experts from all around the world registered to follow and the materials from the 
second edition of the GIE Transparency Round table. 
 
Launched by Ákos KRISTON, GIE Board Member and CEO of Hungarian Gas Storage, this one-
hour discussion was the occasion for the different experts to present the different dimensions 
of the tools. David DEFOUR, Technology Officer, provided the audience with an overview of 
the daily data publication for storage and LNG. Subsequently, Mathilde BLANCHARD, GIE 
Policy Advisor, shed light on how to use GIE transparency data to analyse the gas storage 
market. In addition, ALSI and LNG data usage tips and the interactive maps were presented 
by Bogdan SIMION, GIE Data Analytics Advisor. 
Shaped under an interactive format, users were invited to get in conversation with experts, 
addressing their questions and grabbing the opportunity to congratulate the team for its 
excellent work. 
  



 
 

Promote your services to the right people 

 
 

 
 

The traffic on GIE transparency platforms has exploded, and it makes sense as gas market 
evolution data is an essential part of the decision-making for various sectors. 

Showcase your project to the right people 
Are you aiming to spread the word around the energy and financial world? 

Well, we have an opportunity for you. 
Benefit from our popularity across the energy experts to increase your visibility. 

Who is visiting GIE transparency platforms? 
Policymakers, regulators, data analysts, financial sector, academia, industry representatives. 

Our users are the decision-makers shaping our world. 
They are coming from the European Union. But that’s not all. 
We see visitors from America and other regions of the world. 

Let’s talk! 
Book your slot for your campaign by reaching out to 

our Communication Advisor Gabrielle Lelievre. 
Send her an email 

Meet her on LinkedIn 

  

  

mailto:gabrielle.lelievre@gie.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabrielle-lelievre-0659283432/


 
 
 

Who is GIE 

 

 
Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) is the association representing the interests of the European 
gas infrastructure operators. GIE members operate Europe’s renewable and low-carbon gas 
transmission, storage and LNG regasification terminals. It gathers around 70 industry entities 
from 27 countries that embody multiple decarbonisation pathways of the EU regions. GIE's 
vision is that by 2050, the gas infrastructure will be the backbone of the new innovative energy 
system, allowing European citizens and industries to benefit from a secure, efficient, and 
sustainable energy supply. 
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